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We thank reviewers Ted Scambos and Anonymous reviewer 2, and editor Harry Zekollari for their insightful comments and

suggestions. In addition to the changes described in the response to reviewers, the following edits to the manuscript have been

made:10

– Table 1 has been edited to include a brief description of the tools listed, as well as a flag for those that are freely available

online.

– An additional table has been added to the supplementary materials to complement table 1, providing a link to the website

or GitHub repository for each toolbox listed in Table 1. We hope that this will be a useful resource for new users looking

to compare and contrast the capabilities of different toolboxes.15

– Figure 1 has been expanded to include the name of the source code files used in each step. Along with the additional

code changes and comments described in response to reviewer 2, we hope that this enables more computationally knowl-

edgeable users to easily observe (and if desired, edit) the toolbox’s structure.

– The colormaps in figures 7 and 10 have been updated to be legible to color-blind users, and in black and white copies

– The GIV GitHub repositiories and download links have been updated with the updated code. In particular, we have20

compiled a new Windows standalone app, and standalone apps for macOS and Linux (available at:

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4147589).
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Response to editor’s comments

Editor comments are given in italic, author responses are in regular font.25

A few comments from my side at this stage:

• I think that you argue well why ‘The Cryosphere’ is a suited journal: you do indeed present an easy-to-use GUI here, and

the whole manuscript is very much centered around glaciology topics. In the end, you want to provide a tool that glaciologists

can use to easily derive surface velocities, without having to look into the details/code behind this. It would, nevertheless, be30

good to have some additional graphical information about the structure of your code and the workflow in the main text to give

the reader at least an intuitive feeling for what is going on ‘behind the scenes’. The second reviewer suggests you to add such

elements (‘workflows’ and ‘dashboard’; Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 from Perks, 2020, GMDD are indeed good examples), but from your

answer it was not entirely clear whether you plan to include this.

35

We thanks the editor for their positive comments, and for their thoughts on why ‘The Cryosphere’ is a suited journal. Our

intention with Figure 1. of our manuscript was to serve a similar purpose to the flowcharts in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 from Perks

(2020). In order to improve the linkages between code an this workflow, we have added references to specific code functions

within the figure. With these additions, we hope that users interested in following through the structure of the code may dig

deeper (and further information is provided in the function descriptions and code comments). We also note that a full descrip-40

tion of both the various functions and input parameter choices is provided within the user manual in supplementary material.

• You mention that “We were unable to locate a copy of PyCorr software on the internet (although it is mentioned in sev-

eral papers, as you have highlighted), and are unsure if it is available for use by other teams”: it would good if you could

directly contact the people who developed PyCorr to clarify this, and (potentially) update your answer/manuscript based on45

this.

We have made several relevant updates to the manuscript, in particular indicating that while PyCorr is not abailable online,

its derivative data products are (GoLIVE global glacier velocities). This has been highlighted in the edits to Table 1. We have

included an additional supplementary data table, including a download link for each of the other toolboxes mentioned in Table50

1 and some notes on relevant dependencies.

• From your answers it is clear that you will edit some figures in the updated manuscript. I hereby also appreciate that you took

into account some of the initial editorial comments made during the ‘access review’. It would also be good if the reviewers

could answer some of the other (minor) issues that were initially raised (e.g. related to Table 1, rainbow colorbars,...etc)55

The comments provided during the ’access review’ have been taken into account while editing the manuscript and figures.
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In particular we have changed the colormaps of relevant figures and added additional notes to Table 1 according to suggestions

by both the editor and reviewers.

60

• Removing the ice thickness reconstruction (as suggested by reviewer 1) is indeed fine, as it is more an application of what

comes out of your toolbox than a result of the toolbox itself.

We are glad that the editor agrees with these proposed changes, and have retained the portions of this section which we feel are

useful for the testing and explanation of this toolbox (the velocity calculation of Chimborazo ice cap). The initial comments65

made by the editor on this section as well as comments by reviewer 1 have are being taken into account as we develop this

work further.
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Final response - Review 1

Reviewer comments are given in italic, author responses are in regular font.

The study describes a new ice-velocity mapping toolkit using visible – near-infrared image pairs or multiple images span-5

ning a range of time. The authors have applied several well-used and a few clever filtering and information-extraction methods

in the toolkit. It is good to have one software package that provides both the vectors and a thorough means of editing them in

one workflow. The authors then demonstrate the value of the velocity mapping with a group of case studies spanning the range

of glacier and small ice cap environments in the northern hemisphere and a tropical location.

This is a well-written paper, and the method seems sound and very useful, although there are several similar tools available10

at this time. This should be published with minor revisions. The only major change I suggest is removing the ice thickness esti-

mation and place it in another paper with other similar targets so that the calculations will be more visible to the community.

It is not necessary to place it in this method-and validation paper. I make several significant suggestions for the abstract as

well, and many further suggestions in the rest of the text.

15

We thank Dr. Ted Scambos for the positive comments about the method and manuscript, as well as the useful suggestions.

We have made several key changes to the manuscript based on the recommendations in this review, in particular:

1. We added a number of key references.

2. We rewrote of the abstract based on your suggestions.

3. We removed the section on ice thickness inversion, which will be developed into its own manuscript (see detailed20

comments below)

4. We edited our figures for clarity.

In general, references should be listed in time order, from earliest publication date to most recent. Adopting this convention

will mean several minor changes in the manuscript.
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25

We have verified that all references are now listed in chronological order.

Suggested changes to Abstract: We present ‘Glacier Image Velocimetry’ (GIV), an open-source and easy-to-use software toolkit

for rapidly calculating high spatial resolution glacier-velocity fields. Glacier ice velocity fields reveal their flow dynamics, ice

flux stability, and (with additional data and modelling) ice thickness. Obtaining glacier velocity measurements over wide areas30

with field techniques is labour intensive, and often a safety risk. Recent increased availability of high-resolution, short-repeat-

time optical imagery allow us to obtain ice displacement fields using ‘feature tracking’ based on the presence of persistent

irregularities on the ice surface, and hence, velocity over time. GIV is fully parallelized, and automatically detects, filters, and

extracts velocities from large datasets of images. Through this coupled toolchain and an easy-to-use GUI, GIV can rapidly

analyze hundreds to thousands of image pairs, requiring only a moderately high-end laptop or desktop computer. We present35

four examples of how the GIV toolkit may be used: to complement a glaciology field campaign (Glaciar Perito Moreno, Ar-

gentina), calculate the velocity fields of small (Glacier d’Argentière, France) and very large (Vavilov ice cap, Russia) glaciers,

and determine the ice volume present within a tropical ice cap (Volcán Chimborazo, Ecuador). Fully commented code and a

standalone app for GIV are available from GitHub and Zenodo.

40

We are very grateful for this re-write of our abstract, and adopt it with a few minor changes (in particular to reflect the re-

moval of the ice thickness/volume calculations).

Consider adding these very pertinent additional references in the introduction Line 20-21 : Howat, I.M., Porter, C., Smith, B.E.,

Noh, M.J. and Morin, P., 2019. The Reference Elevation Model of Antarctica. Cryosphere, 13(2), https://doi.org/10.5194/tc-45

13-665-2019 Scambos, T.A., Haran, T.M., Fahnestock, M.A., Painter, T.H. and Bohlander, J., 2007. MODIS-based Mosaic of

Antarctica (MOA) data sets: Continent wide surface morphology and snow grain size. Remt. Sens. Env., 111(2-3),242-257,

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rse.2006.12.020. Line 32: Stearns, L.A., Smith, B.E. and Hamilton, G.S., 2008. Increased flow speed

on a large East Antarctic outlet glacier caused by subglacial floods. Nature Geoscience, 1(12), 827-831, ://doi.org/10.1038-

/ngeo356. Line 42: Bindschadler, R.A. and Scambos, T.A., 1991. Satellite-image-derived velocity field of an Antarctic ice50

stream. Science, 252(5003), 242-246, https://doi.org/10.1126/science.252.5003.242. Line 47: Fahnestock, M., Scambos, T.,

Moon, T., Gardner, A., Haran, T. and Klinger, M., 2016. Rapid large-area mapping of ice flow using Landsat 8. Remt. Sens.

Env., 185, 84-94, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rse.2015.11.023.

We agree that these references provide important background information, and have added them to our introduction.55

Line 52: you may want to note these two data sites, presenting already-processed data – https://nsidc.org/data/golive

https://nsidc.org/apps/itslive/
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We have added a one sentence description of these datasets, as they are likely of interest to the readers of this paper (and60

may be a viable substitute for running GIV over large regions, and where lower spatial and temporal resolution are acceptable).

Table 1: PyCorr is the tool behind Fahnestock et al., 2016, which produced some of the mosaics in Gardner et al., 2018.

We have add PyCorr to the table, along with 3 other tools that were flagged by reviewer 2 (Pointcatcher, PyTrx and EMT). We65

have also added a sentence to the table description to highlight that our list is not exhaustive. We were unable to locate a copy

of PyCorr software on the internet (although it is mentioned in several papers, as you have highlighted), and are unsure if it is

available for use by other teams.

Line 117 – you say ‘multipass methods take advantage of the reduction in chip size to improve the signal to noise’. I think70

this needs to be rephrased – in general, if there is low shear or deformation across the scene, large chip sizes produce much

better matches.

We have expanded and clarified the benefits of multipass methods in the following sentences: "Multi-pass methods refine

displacement estimates in multiple iterations, refining initial coarse window size displacement calculations with progressively75

smaller window sizes. Multi-pass methods combine the advantages of better feature matching at large window sizes with the

higher spatial resolution of small window sizes. Both methods are integrated into GIV, which uses a 3 iteration multi-pass

algorithm."

We have also added a reference in the methods section to a recent PhD thesis by Dr. Bas Altena (2018), which provides a

well written and detailed background on some of the common processing steps in glacier feature tracking.80

Line 150 – at what ‘scale’ or number of grid cells are these statistical values calculated? I would assume this scale is ei-

ther set by the user or by some extracted geography of the ice within the image pair(s).

The statistical values are calculated for a single cell, averaged through time. For clarity, the sentence was changed to : "Sec-85

ondly, GIV calculates the mean, standard deviation, median, minimum, and maximum velocities through time at each grid cell

in the dataset."

Figure 5 – label the color bars, with ‘Flow Speed’ and ‘Bearing... Could also add degree symbols to the bearing indices,

90

The recommended changes have been made.

Figure 7 – the perspective view is a bit difficult to follow without somewhat more area covered to gain a feel for the 3-

dimensional structure... The figure is nice but takes a while to orient mentally. Expand view, or, a second inset that shows the
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map view?95

This figure has been edited to include a second inset showing the full-glacier velocities in map view. The color scheme has also

been changed (from https://colorbrewer2.org/) in order to be 1) suitable for converting to black and white and 2) color-blind

friendly, as recommended by the editor.

100

Figure 8 – Expand the velocity scale (taller) in one of the top two insets, and no need to repeat it in both (a) and (b). The

titles of (a) and (b) should be ‘ice speed’ unless you include a few vectors for direction. Include the month of the velocity

mapping in the ‘title’ of the insets for (a) and (b).

The velocity scale has been expanded, labelled as ‘Flow speed (m/yr)’, and is no longer duplicated. The velocity maps are105

full yearly averages (well, March-September due to the Arctic winter), and so do not correspond to a specific month. They

have been labelled as yearly averages.

Line 263 – suggest change to ‘....or ice basal conditions are identified.’

110

The recommended change has been made.

Figure 9 – What is the difference, exactly? GIV minus Zheng or Zheng minus GIV?. The scale of the speed differences is

large for the margins, and appears to be locally consistent. However it does not extend outside of the glacier boundaries, so

it would seem that its not due to a rotational mis-registration. It would seem that somehow the two mappings captured a true115

physical shift in the margins or speed profile across Vavilov during May 2017 somehow.

We have edited the figure caption to clarify the difference map, it now reads: "a) shows a difference map, corresponding

to Zheng et al. velocity minus GIV velocity"

We have also been in touch with the creator of the Vavilov velocity maps (Whyjay Zheng) and it indeed seems likely that120

the difference may be resolving a real shift in margin position and/or velocity over time. It is relevant to note that a project

comparing results from GIV and other feature tracking tools (including Zheng et al’s CARST) to glacier GPS data is ongoing.

Lines 268-269 – Was geolocation necessary? Landat 8 geolocation is generally within 5 meters, i.e. significantly less than

a panchromatic band pixel; Sentinel-2 image geolocation is similar. What was the scale of the error in geolocation that you125

corrected?

Geolocation shift was small, on the order of half a velocity pixel to one velocity pixel (∼50-100m). GIV velocities were

derived from non-georeferenced imagery (.jpg) and georeferenced based on corner coordinates, which likely contributed to the
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mis-match. An option to run GIV directly on geotiff images has since been added.130

Line 272 – remove ‘total’, makes it sound like you are summing the velocities... note also, it’s speed, not velocity: velocity

is a vector.

The recommended change has been made, and ‘velocity’ changed to ‘speed’ where referring to the magnitude only.135

Line 290 – please provide the lat long for Chimborazo, and for the other sites (sorry if I missed it).

The coordinates of all locations have been added.

140

Line 295 – change to ‘...but for this single point (which we use for benchmarking our method), combined with...”

Lines 306 – 316: Hmm. Do you not have a thermal profile from the 54 meter core to the base? It is very likely that the

base of the ice is warmer than the air-temperature-based isotherm because of insulation. Moreover, the presence of water-

logged ice (a firn aquifer) means that it is likely that water drains to the bed – and further, you note that the glacier supplies145

water to the local watershed so seasonal melting is significant (and in general, meltwater on a glacier finds its way through

the ice and to the ice-bedrock interface, warming the bedrock.

We agree with these comments, and will bear them in mind when further developing the ice thickness inversion work. In

the meanwhile, the associated lines have been removed from the manuscript.150

Rather than take on this complex mountain glacier, why not apply your method to the Vavilov Ice Cap outside of the area

of sudden rapid flow? Or you might try a glacier where it is more certain that <0C conditions exist at the bed, and with more

validation data – Commonwealth Glacier or Canada Glacier in the Dry Valleys would be good.

155

More generally — this paper does not need this section on thickness estimation – your point is to show off the quality and

extent and usefulness of the GIV data, and the extensive processing and filtering steps you take – and while this is a demon-

stration of ‘usefulness’, it’s better as a stand-alone study of Chamborazo or a small set of glaciers where the result will not be

lost in the literature (no one will find your thickness estimate in this paper). A series of ice thickness estimates for cold-based

Andean glaciers, or Dry Valley glaciers, or selected Himalayan glaciers, using GIV, would be cited extensively.160

Since the submission of this manuscript we have run variations of this methodology on 6 additional tropical ice caps in Ecuador

and Colombia, including some glaciers with better ground-penetrating radar derived ice thickness constraints. Following your

suggestions, we crop out the discussion about inverting for ice thickness, and will place this in a separate paper with more
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space for discussing the inversion parameters and model-data comparison. We have kept the Chimborazo ice velocity results165

in this paper, as we feel it is a useful example of using GIV at small and slow-moving glaciers.

Line 322 – re-write, confusing. Maybe you mean: local -basal- stresses induced by the ice are much greater than lateral

stresses between columns of ice...?

170

Line 340 – 3090 Sentinel -2 image pairs in 2 hours on a Dell laptop – did you subset the Sentinel-2 to just cover the Chimborazo

summit area? I am also surprised there are that many pairs – you might include a statement as to how many distinct images

were processed.

This sentence has been edited for clarity. There are 91 unique images, which are cropped to the region surrounding Chimborazo175

(with enough bare rock to enable the stable ground correction) and paired up into all possible pairs with >6 months separation.

In theory there are (n2-n)/2 possible image pairs, or 4095 total image pairs in this case (and around 1000 images pairs are

excluded due to a separation of <6 months).

Lines 344-355 – There is no need for all this speculation on your ice thickness estimate in this paper – this belongs in a180

separate paper where the approach can be developed more and applied to a set of related areas (perhaps). I strongly suggest

cutting this ice thickness section out and placing it in a separate paper. I think it might be interesting to apply GIV to an ice

sheet region such as Nimrod Glacier or Peterman Glacier.

As mentioned above, we have limited the Chimborazo section to the calculation of ice velocities and will develop the thickness185

inversion methodology into a stand-alone paper. We have tested GIV on Antarctic Peninsula glaciers and portions of Thwaites

glacier calving front (with no issues). Nimrod glacier appears to be an interesting case study due to its large central nunatak,

and good baseline data from Stearns (2007, PhD thesis; 2011).

Line 390 – change to ‘...alternative. GIV is easily learned and is not computationally time-consuming, and the results...’190

Not to be harsh, but GIV itself does not learn, and doesn’t run either.

We have corrected our sentence.

195
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Final response - Review 2

Reviewer comments are given in italic, author responses are in regular font.

The toolbox presented by the authors is a GUI to ease feature tracking routines within a MATLAB environment. The naming of5

the toolbox is a reference to Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), which is a well established technique within fluid mechanics. It

is based upon particle seeding within a fluid, illuminated by light behind a narrow slit to get a within-plane velocity profile, thus

in a well-controlled environment. When particles are not well stirred, have a lot of out-of-plane displacements, too large time

separation, or other effects complicating the tracking: the experiment is done all over. The authors lend the methodologies from

this domain, and implement this on natural environment to extract glacier surface velocity. This transfer is more complicated10

as it might initially seem to be, as seeding is absent (though people in hydrology are experimenting on this issue [Pizarro et al.

2020]), and more importantly experiments can’t be redone.

The toolbox has some application specific adjustments, which is in line with other application domains, where similar

toolbox are introduced, such as: Optical tracking velocimetry (OTV) [Tauro et al 2018], Surface Structure Image Velocimetry

(SSIV) [Leitaoa et al. 2018], Kanade–Lucas Tomasi Image Velocimetry (KLT-IV) [Perks 2020], Part2Track [Janke et al. 2020],15

TecPIV [Boutelier 2016], Rectification of Image Velocity Results (RIVeR) [Patalano et al. 2017], Waves Acquisition Stereo Sys-

tem (WASS) [Bergamasco et al. 2017], or more specific to glaciers: Environmental Motion Tracking (EMT) [Schwalbe et al.

2017], PyTrx [How et al. 2020], Image GeoRectification and feature tracking toolbox (IMGRAFT) [Messerli et al. 2015],

Pointcatcher [James et al. 2016]. Given the list above, and the journals where these toolboxes are presented, it might be a

valid question why the authors have opted for a submission to The Crysophere, and not a technical EGU journal like Geosci-20

entific Instruments or Geoscientific Model Development?

We thank the reviewer for their detailed review. We would specifically like to thank the reviewer for taking the time to read

through GIV’s code, as their recommendations have helped improve both the manuscript and the toolbox itself. We have taken

the time to review each comment and recommendation in detail, and have made some moderate to substantial changes to GIV’s25

code. We hope that this response clarifies some of our choices, and highlights the changes made.
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The main modification which have been made to the code are:

1. We review the entire code to improve the code formatting (removal of unnecessary spaces and tabs) and increase the

number of comments. We do not expect a large proportion of GIV’s users to be reading through the entire code, but aim

to make it accessible for when they do (and make it possible for users to use our functions in their own tools).30

2. We change the format of our inputs array (which stores the input parameters) from a MATLAB cell array to a MAT-

LAB struct array. The struct array uses dot notation to make it more human-readable, and should make the code more

accessible (e.g. changed from ‘inputs{30,2}’ to ‘inputs.parralelize’).

3. We implement an option to read in images directly as geotiff images and preserve the geographic information throughout

processing. If users input geo-tiffs they do not need to input corner coordinates.35

4. We review the calculation of circular statistics (flow direction mean and standard deviation), and edit Dr. Berens’ CircStat

toolbox to tolerate NaN values.

5. We re-compile the Windows standalone app with the changes, and compile additional apps for macOS and Linux.

We describe the changes in more detail below, and respond to specific review comments. We have added reference to the

relevant toolboxes you have listed in this paragraph as well.40

To briefly touch on the decision to publish in The Cryosphere (TC) rather than a technical journal, the primary objective

of our toolbox is to be accessible to glaciologists who may not otherwise be involved in feature tracking. We hope that GIV

will bridge a gap between coarser resolution global glacier surface velocity datasets (e.g. GoLIVE, ITS_LIVE) and the more

localised, higher resolution data required by some studies or field campaigns. Other good feature-tracking toolboxes do exist

(see table 1 for many of them), but can be challenging to use with no computational or remote sensing background. GIV is45

easy to install, quick to learn, and quick to run, without requiring background knowledge of how the code runs (including

by students). We believe that the manuscript is well within the scope of TC, and that publishing in TC will better reach the

intended audience of this paper than technical journals. In addition, we believe that the case studies presented here will be of

interest to the glaciological readership of TC.

We should note that we did share your concerns at the outset, and indeed contacted the editorial staff at The Cryosphere50

about appropriate fit before submission. Their support for our submission was also key to this being the chosen venue for

the paper. This is often a difficult choice when presenting a paper focused on both the application and its methods, and we

appreciate the acknowledgment of this.

There are some implementations which one could expect for a toolbox tailored towards glaciology to be presented, but are55

not included. In addition some features are included, which need further assessment, to highlight their improvement, if they do.

We thank the reviewer for highlighting some recommended changes. We describe the changes we make to the code in this

2



response.

60

To be more specific the comments are grouped into different paragraphs: Analysis of the 10-bit data of Landsat 8 [Jeong

et al. 2015] and Sentinel-2 [Kääb et al. 2016] over dark overshadowed terrain have shown there is a significant benefit over

8bit data. Why do the authors downgrade their imagery to 8-bit RGB? In the same line, the use of non-georeferenced ".jpg" or

".png" data is strange. MATLAB supports mapping tools for such issues, why are these not adopted. While the toolbox needs a

specific dimension in order to work, it is very strange this is not present in the toolbox. The choice of using angles (lat,lon) for65

metric data is confusing.

In brief, the changes we make to the code now make it possible to run georeferenced, 10 bit geotiff datasets. When apply-

ing an orientation filter to the data (e.g. the NAOF we have implemented), we find little difference between 8 bit and 10 bit

data even in shadowed/clouded areas. The orientation filter tends to cancel out contrasts within the data. The 10 bit data may70

prove advantageous where orientation filtering is not suitable and simple low-pass filtering and/or contrast limited histogram

equalization (CLAHE) is used.

The authors present a new image transform dubbed "NAOF", but is there a significant improvement, over for example typical

orientation filtering approach? At least to me, the 45 degrees filters seem like a redundant feature, as 90deg angled steerable75

filters incorporate all information [Freeman et al. 1991]. It seems the implementation is a combination of work similar to

[Ahn et al. 2011], and orientation filtering [Heid et al. 2012]. But it is questionable, if the additional calculations add towards

improvement. The filter banks are correlated (as just mentioned), furthermore, the visible bands are similiarly correlated over

glaciers. Hence, the information gain might be very limited.

80

We tested a number of different kernels for the orientation filter, and found that some of the simpler orientation filters would

enhance and suppress features (particularly crevasse fields) depending on their orientation. The filter banks are correlated, but

adding both the 90 degree and 45 degree filters preserves more feature uniqueness than either alone. This is important for

reducing the number of false matches and signal to noise ration in crevasse fields, where subsequent crevasses have similar

orientation signals. The visible bands are correlated, which is why we sum them into a single band. On some glaciers we have85

found that near infrared Band 8 of Sentinel 2 (842 nm) may produce a better feature contrast than other bands on some glaciers.

We have also found that shortwave infrared bands 10 and 11 (1375 and 1610 nm) can be suitable in some cases (high contrast

between ice and supraglacial debris), however suffer from a lower spatial resolution. Different band combinations can easily

be created within SentinelHub (which we discuss briefly in the user manual). We mostly use contrast-enhancing SentinelHub

custom script (javascript) which combines Sentinel 2 bands 3,4 and 8. We will add this custom script to a GitHub repository.90

The paragraph on velocity calculations talks about two methods to extract displacements from an image pair. However, this

distinction is more about the option if refinement is applied or not. The authors limit themselves to frequency domain methods,
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which is the de-facto procedure for PIV. However, spatial domain methods can be more favorable for glacier related applica-

tions. This comes down to the point given above, of the transfer from fluid mechanics towards an application domain without95

the ability to redo an experiment. Hence, the velocity profile can be highly variable (extensive shear, valley walls, diverging

flow, fast flow, ...). Spatial domain methods are more resistant to shear flow, the chip is not related to the search space (as with

fourier methods). The authors might have considered spatial domain methods, but for clarity it might be fruitfull to mention

this, and why. In PIV experiments, one is able to adjust the image sampling rate, to be in accordance with the maximum flow

velocity, this is less the case for glaciers.100

At the early stages of this toolbox we investigated both frequency domain and spatial domain (Normalized Cross Correlation)

matching algorithms. In particular we tested the NCC option within IMGRAFT (Messerli and Grinsted, 2015) and ‘discrete

cross correlation window deformation’ option in PivLab (Thielicke and Stamhuis, 2014) which allows for shearing of features.

We found no clear improvement in matches relative to frequency domain cross correlation even in areas with significant ice105

shear (glacier margins with around 1000 m/yr velocity gradient across one kilometre). We also found that the multi-pass fre-

quency domain matching would usually outperform single passes in both frequency and spatial domain. However, we found

that changes to the pre and post-processing would often have the greatest improvement on final velocity maps, so have empha-

sized this aspect in GIV. This is indeed less of an issue within fluid dynamics where the sampling rate, tracers and illumination

may be controlled.110

We have added two sentences explaining why we opt for frequency domain methods in GIV, and some of the relative bene-

fits of each method. We also refer readers interested in further discussion to Thielicke and Stamhuis (2014) and a chapter of a

recent PhD thesis by Altena (2018) which provides an accessible and detailed discussion of these topics from the perspective

of glaciology.

115

Technical comments: In general the code is very messy, many duplicate lines exist, commenting is absent ("strcmpi(inputs{51,2},

’Yes’)"). At multiple locations indents are used in-appropriately. Documentation and commenting within the code is limited.

Every function has an extensive help section, which is typically an acknowledgment and info about GIV. Input or output vari-

ables are not described. For many or all functions, tests are lacking. Factorization is on a low level. Given this situation of the

code, how do the authors see adoption by others? The objective of the authors is to be a wrapper (based upon ImGraft and120

matPIV), then one would expect documentation to be extensive.

We would again like to thank the reviewer their time taken providing feedback on our code. We have inspected every function

in GIV to improve formatting (tab only within loops, no unnecessary spaces, etc.), increase the number of in-code comments,

and add to function descriptions. As mentioned above, reading the code is not necessary for running GIV (and is not possible125

in the case of the standalone apps). As such we do not believe code commenting is an important factor for the adoption of GIV

by others. However, we aim for our code to be scrutable by those that do wish to read it, or wish to use our filters within their

own code.
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A number of the ‘duplicate lines’ within the code are present in order to enable the various input options. We hope that the

additional comments throughout the code, alongside the change of our inputs array to a dot notation struct array will make these130

clearer. For example "strcmpi(inputs{30,2}, ’Yes’)" should now read "strcmpi(inputs.parralelize, ’Yes’)" and be accompanied

with at least a brief comment.

Sub-pixel: There does not seem to be a sub-pixel estimation present? Why is this?

135

A sub-pixel estimation is present. For the single-pass algorithm it is built into the ‘GIVtrack.m’ function, while for the multi-

pass algorithm a separate function (‘GIVtrackmultipeak.m’) is called within the final feature tracking pass (‘GIVtrackmulti-

final.m’). The multi-pass (recommended) sub-peak finder is set to a gaussian peak fit by default (and in the app), but can be

modified to a centroid or parabolic fit within the code if desired. We have found that changing this has little effect on outputs.

140

The domain of PIV is also extensively populated with papers about peak-locking, it would be good if the authors put some

effort in this as well. This bias is especially present in sub-pixel estimation directly done on the correlation surface. Other

methods, such as TPSS, as implemented in Cosi-Corr are less sensitive to this effect (which to a large extent might explain its

popularity in geodetic imaging).

145

We have not investigated peak-locking in detail while working on GIV. Inspection of raw displacement and velocity histograms

shows only a minor bias towards integer values, and does not appear to be a major source of error.

A project is currently underway comparing feature tracking results from GIV and other feature tracking toolboxes to GPS

derived velocity data. We are planning on considering the effect of different sub-pixel estimation schemes, and future versions

of GIV will be updated if a particular algorithm is clearly superior. An in depth discussion of the particle tracking parameter150

options is beyond the scope of this manuscript.

Geo-referencing: The gridspacing as it is implemented now assumes all rectangular and upright pixels, please adjust this.

As mentioned above, we have added an option for GIV to process raw geotiff data and read in geographic data off the im-155

ages.

If this comment is referring to the velocity fields being projected onto a horizontal plane (i.e. not corrected for topographic

strike and dip), this is common practice in feature tracking. This correction may be applied using a DEM after running GIV,

but is usually very small.

160

Matlab: To my knowledge Matlab is not open access, the code might be open, but many of the algorithms are hidden away

and licensing is needed. Hence, I am not so sure if the description about FFTW is needed, as one is not able to access this.

Secondly, it is a standard routine within MATLAB.
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FFTW is an open source toolbox, however this is correct about much of MATLAB. The objective of this paragraph is to165

provide some justification for the toolbox being coded in high-level interpreted programming language MATLAB. FFTs con-

stitute the largest computational expense of feature-tracking models, and in MATLAB are performed efficiently in C subroutine

library FFTW rather than in any native MATLAB code. As such, GIV can process feature tracking pairs rapidly (particularly

with the built-in parallelisation).

170

Merging satellite data: The authors describe a time-series construction method, illustrate a toy example. But it seems they

apply a sigma-filter, and do simple infilling. There are more advanced methods available, which are more adaptive towards

velocity data. Hence, a simple reference to (e.g.: [Mouginot et al. 2017]) might suffice for the implementation here, and this

section can thus be reduced considerably.

175

The temporal sampling is a bit counter intuitive, as this is an opposite direction to the workflow of [Millan et al. 2019].

Where they found the time-span needs to be of sufficient size, in order to be of most use. Why then do the authors prefer the

shorter time steps?

We do not fully understand the above comments. Our findings on optimal temporal sampling are in line with Millan et al.,180

2019, and we by default exclude velocity image pairs with temporal separation of less than one week. We describe the example

of a very slow moving glacier in the Chimborazo case study, where excluding time steps shorter than 6 months provided the

best velocity results. The minimum and maximum time separation limits can be adjusted within the user interface according to

the specific characteristics of the glacier of interest.

If this comment is referring to the first iteration of monthly timeseries generation, the 0-1 scoring system refers to the185

proportion of a velocity map within a given month rather than the temporal separation. A 7 day or 30 day separation velocity

map entirely within a given month will both be assigned a score of 1. Velocity maps overlapping into other months will be

assigned lower scores.

The sigma-filter and infilling are post-processing steps to improve the quality of individual monthly maps.

Other averaging and timeseries generation methods for glacier velocities are available (e.g. Millan et al., 2019’s NetCDF190

Geo-Cubes, Altena et al., 2019’s Hough space method, etc.), although do not inherently generate monthly time-series. Our

method generates a full dataset mean and median, as well as monthly velocity maps which (we hope) are easier to interpret

than the unevenly sampled satellite image pair timing.

Code specific: There is a function about intensity capping, while this might be of interest to PIV, it is questionable if this195

is of interest to environmental signals. Bright intensity of seed points within dark water are very much different from glacier

surfaces. Also how does this merge with the high-pass filtering... ?
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Intensity capping is not usually necessary, but can be useful where bright snowpatches are present close to a debris cov-

ered or otherwise dark glacier. In general the filters do not need to all be applied or stacked. By default only the orientation200

filter is applied. My recommended filter choices are:

– Orientation filter (NAOF) only = default

– High-pass filter and CLAHE (+ Sobel filter in some cases) = where orientation filtering creates too much noise

– Intensity cap + High-pass filter and CLAHE (+ Sobel filter in some cases) = where bright patches are present, and

orientation filtering creates too much noise205

Users may wish to experiment with a small dataset, different glaciers will have different optimal pre-processing parameters.

Even though your algorithms are optimized, they might not pull out the best of the machinery, yet. For example, the func-

tion "neighbourfilter" contains a double loop, to process a kernel. An internal function of Matlab called "nlfilter" might

be much faster. A good reference for such implementations can be found in "Accelerating MATLAB Performance" (http:210

//undocumentedmatlab.com/books/matlab-performance). In the same function from line 95 onward, the authors use double

indexing. While linear indexing is possible as well, which make vectorization possible (which is MATLABs strong point). This

greatly improves the processing time as well.

We thank the reviewer for the useful reference and recommendations. We test an implementation of ‘neighbourfilter.m’ us-215

ing nlfilter, however it results in little overall speed-up and some unexpected artefacts. The artefacts can probably be fixed by

re-writing the function around nlfilter, however due to the small overall increase in efficiency we leave the function as is for

now. We believe that the inclusion of parallel computing of feature-tracking pairs is likely to result in the greatest computational

speed-up relative to other tools.

220

I am not sure if the variance calculation of the flow direction is calculated correctly. Offsetting the direction and applying

a weighting might work, but maybe correct circular statistics might be more appropriate, see [Berens 2009] for a toolbox

implementation. It might be more easy to use the mapping coordinates instead...?

Our flow direction mean calculation appears give the same results as Berens’s CircStat on examples tested, but are not sure of225

its behaviour in all scenarios. Thus, we replace it with the well-tested CircStat.

We make several changes to CircStat to enable calculation of mean and standard deviation in data containing Not a Number

(NaN) values. We will share the NaN tolerating version of the toolbox on GitHub or file exchange.

It might be good to give an example; here is a sniplet of your code (a straight copy):230

if smoothsize == 2;
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mask = [0 1 0; 1 0 1; 0 1 0 ];

elseif smoothsize == 3;

mask = [0 1 0;1 1 1; 1 0 1; 1 1 1; 0 1 0 ];

elseif smoothsize == 4;235

mask = [0 0 1 0 0 ;0 1 1 1 0 ;0 1 1 1 0; 1 1 1 1 1 ; 0 1 1 1 0; 0 1 1 1 0; 0 0 1 0 0 ];

elseif smoothsize == 5;

mask = [0 0 1 0 0 ;0 1 1 1 0 ;0 1 1 1 0;1 1 1 1 1 ;1 1 1 1 1 ; 1 1 1 1 1 ; 0 1 1 1 0; 0 1 1 1 0; 0 0 1 0 0 ];

end

240

why isn’t this in a function? Something like: function [mask] = make_mask(smoothsize)

"

generates a neighborhood kernel in the form of a diamond,

though excludes the central pixel

input:245

smoothsize - integer value

output:

mask - logical array

"

if nargin<1, smoothsize = 3; end250

mask_radius = floor(smoothsize/2);

mask = strel(’diamond’, mask_radius); % make a diamond shape

mask = mask.Neighborhood;

mask(mask_radius+1, mask_radius+1) = 0; % exclude the central element

end255

That function is indeed much more elegant and flexible than our implementation. We have implemented it in the code (with

due acknowledgement) and hopefully it makes the filter more flexible for other uses.

In all I am aware this is, like all research, work in progress, and I think this is a very useful direction. But in its current260

state and form, sufficient work needs to be done to be of interest, please see [Perks 2020] for a nice example. Here workflows

are nicely presented, a dashboard is present, etc. All in all, I think a transfer towards a technical journal of EGU might be

more in place.

We hope that the comments and code edits presented clarify our decision to submit to The Cryosphere, and answer some265

of the concerns presented in this review.
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Textual: p63: "broken down" is misleading, as overlapping chips can also be used p140: superscript the 2, to make it a

square

270

The recommended changes have been made.
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Abstract. We present ‘Glacier Image Velocimetry’ (GIV), an open-source and easy-to-use software toolkit for rapidly calculat-

ing high spatial resolution glacier-velocity fields. Glacier ice velocity fields reveal their flow dynamics, ice flux stability
::::::
ice-flux

::::::
changes, and (with additional data and modelling) ice thickness. Obtaining glacier velocity

:::::::::::::
glacier-velocity measurements over

wide areas with field techniques is labour intensive , and often a safety risk. Recent increased availability of high-resolution,

short-repeat-time optical imagery allow us to obtain ice displacement fields using ‘feature tracking’ based on the presence of5

persistent irregularities on the ice surface, and hence, velocity over time. GIV is fully parallelized, and automatically detects,

filters, and extracts velocities from large datasets of images. Through this coupled toolchain and an easy-to-use GUI, GIV

can rapidly analyze hundreds to thousands of image pairs on a laptop or desktop computer. We present four examples of how

:::::::
example

::::::::::
applications

::
of

:
the GIV toolkit may be used: to

::
in

:::::
which

:::
we

:
complement a glaciology field campaign (Glaciar Perito

Moreno, Argentina) ,
::
and

:
calculate the velocity fields of small (Glacier d’Argentière, France) and very large (Vavilov ice cap,10

Russia) glaciers , and
::
as

::::
well

::
as

:
a tropical ice cap (Volcán Chimborazo, Ecuador). Fully commented code and a standalone app

for GIV are available from GitHub and Zenodo.

Copyright statement. Includes imagery © Google Earth

1 Introduction

Satellite imagery revolutionized our ability to study changes in
::
on the surface of our planet. Satellite datasets now routinely15

support storm and drought evaluations (Klemas, 2009; Rhee et al., 2010; AghaKouchak et al., 2015), volcanic activity moni-

toring (Wright et al., 2002; Harris, 2013), and landslide-hazard analysis (Metternicht et al., 2005; Tralli et al., 2005; Marc and

Hovius, 2015). In glaciology, remote sensing has enabled global glacier inventories (Pfeffer et al., 2014; Earl and Gardner,

2016) as well as high-resolution elevation models and image mosaics of the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets (Bindschadler

et al., 2008; Hui et al., 2013; Howat et al., 2014; Porter et al., 2018). With temperatures consistently rising throughout much of20

the globe, these images also provide an important temporal record of changes in ice extent and volume, as well as an effective

tool for communicating these changes to the broader public (Scambos et al., 2007; Stocker et al., 2013; Howat et al., 2019).
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The use of imagery is not limited to mapping changes in glacial extent. The snowline on temperate glaciers, easily visible

from end-of-melt-season images, defines the equilibrium-line altitude, thereby delineating glacier accumulation and ablation

areas (Bamber and Rivera, 2007; Rabatel et al., 2008; Yuwei et al., 2014). Identifying both seasonal and annual changes in25

snowline can provide important information about local winter precipitation, summer air temperatures
:
, and longer-term glacier

mass changes (Bakke and Nesje, 2011).

Velocity measurements permit scientists to map glacier divides and drainage basins (Davies and Glasser, 2012; Pfeffer et al.,

2014; Mouginot and Rignot, 2015) and track changes in surface melt production and accumulation (Mote, 2007; Sneed and

Hamilton, 2007). Advancing techniques to remotely sense glaciers – and particularly their velocities – continues to provide new30

avenues to address key questions in ice dynamics and the future of glaciers under a changing climate (Stearns et al., 2008; Wal

et al., 2008; Rignot et al., 2011; Willis et al., 2018). Even the earliest glaciologists identified that glaciers may flow as viscous

fluids (Forbes, 1840, 1846; Bottomley, 1879; Nye, 1952), and later that glacier surface motions are
::::::::::::
glacier-surface

:::::::
motions

:::::
reflect

:
a complex interplay between internal deformation, basal sliding, and deformation of subglacial sediments (Deeley and

Parr, 1914; Weertman, 1957; Kamb and LaChapelle, 1964; Nye, 1970; Fowler, 2010). Sudden peaks in velocity may result from35

a sudden change in basal sliding, perhaps as the result of changing englacial hydrology. Long-term speedups or slowdowns

may reflect climatic shifts or drainage reorganizations.

Deriving glacier velocities from satellite imagery is possible through an image-analysis technique known as ‘feature track-

ing’, ‘image cross correlation’, or ‘particle image velocimetry’. The latter term, ‘particle image velocimetry’, describes a well-

established technique in fluid dynamics, typically involving the use of a high-speed digital camera to track the motion of tracers40

within a fluid in a laboratory setting (Buchhave, 1992; Grant, 1997; Raffel et al., 2018) . These ideas were first carried over to

the field of glaciology by Bindschadler and Scambos (1991) and Scambos et al. (1992) to evaluate the flow velocity of a portion

of an Antarctic ice stream. Since that time, the increasing abundance and availability of imagery has facilitated expanded use

of feature tracking-based
::::::::::::::::::
feature-tracking-based velocimetry techniques. With the release of the full Landsat data archive and

launch of Sentinel-2, 10-30 m
:::::::
10–30-m

:
pixel resolution imagery of any given location is now available at sub-weekly repeat45

coverage intervals. A number of studies use this exceptional potential to map the velocity of
::::
apply

::::
this

:::::::::
exceptional

:::::::
archive

::
to

:::
map

:::::::
velocity

:::::
fields

::::::
across the major ice sheets as well as

::::
those

:::
of many glaciers around the world (Gardner et al., 2018; Millan,

2019).

Prior to the advent of remote sensing, spatially distributed measurements of glacier flow velocities required lengthy field

campaigns (Meier and Tangborn, 1965; Hooke et al., 1989; Chadwell, 1999; Mair et al., 2003). Nowadays full 2D flow-50

velocity maps may be readily calculated from a variety of optical and radar-based satellite imagery (Heid and Kääb, 2012b;

Fahnestock et al., 2016). For this toolbox we focus on optical imagery products due to their ease of access, limited need for

pre-processing and high spatial and temporal resolution (Drusch et al., 2012; Heid and Kääb, 2012b, a; Kääb et al., 2016; Darji

et al., 2018).

A number of tools exist to derive displacements from imagery, as partially reviewed by Heid and Kääb (2012a); Jawak et al.55

(2018) and Darji et al. (2018). In addition, near global ice velocity
:::::::::
near-global

::::::::::
ice-velocity

:
maps are calculated in near-real

time from Landsat and other freely available satellite data
::::::
sources

:
(Scambos, 2016; Gardner et al., 2020). Table 1 presents a
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non-exhaustive list of software packages available online. Our objective with the ‘Glacier Image Velocimetry’ (GIV) toolbox

presented here is to provide an easy to use
:::::::::
easy-to-use, flexible, and efficient tool that can be used to derive high spatial

resolution and monthly temporal resolution surface-velocity maps of any glacier. The following section will run through the60

basics of image feature tracking
::
the

:::::::::::::::::::
image-feature-tracking

:
techniques and advances built into GIV.

2 Methods and model setup

The fundamental idea of
::::::
behind feature tracking is based on techniques used to co-register images: the properties of two

images are compared in order to identify the best-fit location of one image within the other (Scambos et al., 1992; Thielicke

and Stamhuis, 2014; Messerli and Grinsted, 2015). In feature tracking, including in GIV, individual images are broken down65

::::::
divided into a grid of smaller images (referred to as ‘chips’). We compare each individual ‘chip’ from the first image (I1) to the

corresponding portion within a second image (I2), and find the best matching portion of I2. If no displacement has occurred

between the two images, the best-fitting portion of I2 will have the same location as the original ‘chip’ on I1 (excluding any

georeferencing or distortion-related errors). However, if any motion has occurred between the two images, the corresponding

best matching ‘chip’ within I2 will be displaced relative the original location within I1. We may then determine the bulk70

displacement in pixels between the original I1 ‘chip’ and best match I2 ‘chip’. The correlation coefficients between the original

chip and surrounding area within I2 are also calculated. This allows a Gaussian curve to be fit to this grid in order to determine

the peak location at sub-pixel accuracy. Repeating this routine for every chip within the original image allows a fully distributed

2D surface velocity field to be derived.

When initially developed for use in laboratory-based fluid dynamics, the camera, lighting, and tracer-particle conditions75

were all closely constrained (Grant, 1997; Raffel et al., 2018). On glaciers, features change over time as crevasses open and

close, snow drifts, and ablation exposes new surfaces. In addition, the satellite may acquire imagery from slightly different

locations and angles with each pass, and lighting conditions depend strongly on the time of day and year, as well as local

weather conditions (Berthier et al., 2005; Kääb et al., 2016). This complexity raises additional problems in the use of this

technique for deriving glacier velocities, and makes it entirely unusable in some cases (e.g. images too far spaced in time or80

flow too rapid for glacier surface
::::::
relative

:::
to

:::
the

:::::
speed

::
of

:::
the

::::::
glacier

:::::::
surface

:::
for

:::::
image

:::::
pairs to retain any coherence). These

problems, however, are not insurmountable, and can be mitigated though a combination of image pre-filtering, comparison

between adjacent velocity maps, and outlier filtering. We also refer readers to chapters 2 and 4 of Altena (2018) for further

discussion on these topics. The Glacier Image Velocimetry toolbox makes use of these approaches, with a particular emphasis

on noise reduction in individual velocity maps through the use of large datasets. Figure 1 presents the overall model setup and85

order of operations.

2.1 Model pre-processing

Prior to running the feature-tracking algorithms, the images are first loaded into the workspace and filtered. The user interface

will prompt the user to enter the coordinates of the images (minimum and maximum latitude and longitude), and to select
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Table 1. Non-exhaustive list of codes and toolboxes that may be used for feature tracking, and associated references.
:
3
::
=

::::
fully

:::::::
available,

:
2
::
=

:::::::
available,

:::
but

::::
relies

::
on

:::::::::
commercial

:::::::
software,

:
1
::
=

::
not

::::::::
available.

:
A
:::::::::
spreadsheet

::::
with

:::::::
download

::::
links

::
is

:::::::
available

:
in
:::
the

:::::::::::
supplementary

:::::::
material.

Toolbox Source Summary Avaliability

Auto-RIFT Gardner et al. (2018)
:::::
Python

:::::
dense

:::::
feature

:::::::
tracking

::::::
package

:::
for

::::::::
calculating

:
3

::::::::::
displacement

::::
from

:::::
optical

::
or

::::
radar

:::::::
imagery.

::::
Used

::
for

::::::::
calculating

:::
the

::::::::
ITS_LIVE

:::::
global

::::::
velocity

::::::
dataset.

CARST Zheng et al. (2019a)
:::::
Python

:::
and

::::
bash

:::::
scripts

:::
for

:::::
feature

:::::::
tracking

:::
and

::
ice

:
3

:::::::
elevation

:::::
change

:::::::
analysis.

CIAS Kääb and Vollmer (2000)
:::
IDL

:::::
based

::::::::
correlation

:::::::
software

:
to
:::::::

compute
:::::
offsets

:
3

::::::
between

:::
two

::::::
images.

Cosi-Corr Leprince et al. (2007a)
::::::::
IDL/ENVI

:::::
based

::::::
package

::
for

:::::
image

:::::::::::
co-registration

:
2

:::
and

::::::::::
displacement

:::::::
mapping.

::::
EMT

::::::::::::::::::::
Schwalbe and Maas (2017)

:::::::
Workflow

:::
for

::::::
analysis

:::
and

::::::
feature

::::::
tracking

::
of

:::
tim

:
3

::::
-lapse

::::::
ground

:::::
based

::::::
imagery.

:::
GIV

:::
This

:::::
study.

:::
GUI

:::::
based

:::::
feature

:::::::
tracking

::::::
toolbox

::
for

::::::::
glaciology

:
3

fourDvel Minchew et al. (2017)
::::::
Fortran

:::::
routine

:::
for

::::::::
calculation

::
of
:::
3d

::::::
velocity

::::
fields

:
3

::::
from

::::::::
geolocated

::::::::::
displacement

::::
data.

ImCorr Scambos et al. (1992)
:
C
:::
and

::::::
Fortran

:::::::
package

::
for

:::::
dense

:::::
feature

::::::
tracking

:
3

::
of

::::::
satellite

::
or

::::::
airphoto

:::::::
imagery.

ImGRAFT Messerli and Grinsted (2015)
::::::::
MATLAB

::::
based

::::::
package

:::
for

::::::::::::
georectification

::
of

:
2

::::::::::
ground-based

::::::
imagery

:::
and

::::::
feature

:::::::
tracking.

matpiv Sveen (2004)
::::::::
MATLAB

::::
based

::::::
toolbox

:::
for

:::::
pattern

:::::::
matching

:::
and

:
2

::::::
particle

::::
image

:::::::::
velocimetry

:::::
(PIV).

PIVlab Thielicke and Stamhuis (2014)
:::
GUI

:::::
based

::::::::
MATLAB

:::
PIV

::::::
toolbox

:
2

:::::::::
Pointcatcher

::::::::::::::
James et al. (2016)

::::::::
MATLAB

::::
based

::::::
toolbox

:::
for

::::::::
facilitating

::::::
manual

:
2

:::::
feature

:::::::
tracking

:
in
:::::
image

:::::::::
time-series.

:::::
PyCorr

: ::::::::::::::::::
Fahnestock et al. (2016)

:::::
Python

:::::
based

:::::
feature

:::::::
tracking

::::::
toolbox.

::::
Used

:::
for

:
1

::::::::
calculating

:::
the

::::::
GoLIVE

:::::
global

:::::::
velocity

::::::
dataset.

:::::
PyTrx

:::::::::::::
How et al. (2020)

:::::
Python

::::::
toolbox

::::::
created

::
for

:::::::::
calculating

:
3

::::::::::
displacements

::::
from

::::::
oblique

::::::
images

:::
and

::::::::
time-lapse

:::::
image

:::::
series.

SendIT Nagy et al. (2019)
::::::
Flexible

::::::::
processing

::::::
toolbox

:::
for

::::::
retrieval

::
of

:::::
glacier

:
3

::::::
surface

::::::::
velocities,

::::
based

::
on

::::::
ImCorr.

:

vmap Shean (2019)
::::
Ames

:::::
Stereo

:::::::
Pipeline

::::
based

:::::
image

::::::::
correlator

:
3

::
for

:::::::
velocity

:::
map

:::::::::
generation.
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Glacier
 Image
Velocimetry

Graphical User Interface

Load full image dataset from folder

Apply cropping mask and image filters

Use single or multi-pass feature tracking alorithm to calculate 2d velocity maps

Filter individual maps relative to entire dataset, 
calculate mean and standard deviation

Divide dataset into monthly averages

Save images and georeferenced rasters of 
velocities

Generate timeseries plots, other post-
processing

Calculate number of 
usable  image pairs, 

generate plots. 

(1)

(2)(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Code associated with step
(1)  GIV_GUI_initialize.m, GIV_GUI_main.m
(2) GIVruntime.m
(3) loadtimeseries.m
(4) cropmask.m, imageprefilter.m
(5) GIVcore.m, GIVtrack.m, GIVtrackmulti.m
(6) filtall.m
(7) im2month.m
(8) save_images.m
(9) GIV_GUI_timeseries.m

Figure 1. Flowchart describing the Glacier Image Velocimetry toolbox design.
:::::
Names

::
of

::
the

::::
code

::::
files

::::::::
associated

:::
with

::::
each

::::
step

::
are

:::::
given

::
for

:::::::
reference

::::
(and

:::
are

:::::::
available

:
in
:::

the
:::::
linked

::::::
Zenodo

:::::::::
repository).

::::
Note

:::
that

::::
users

:::
can

:::::
access

:::
the

:::::
source

:::::
code,

::
but

::::
that

:
it
::
is

:::
not

:::::::
necessary

:::
for

::::::
running

:::
GIV.

:
Users

::::
may enter

::
all parameters into fields in the user interface. All

:
,
:::
with

:
subsequent steps are automatically performed by the

toolbox.

a given folder in which the images are stored. These images must
:::
can

:
be .pngor .jpg

:
,
::::
.jpg,

::
or

:::::::
.geotiff files of the area, with90

each file name being the date of image acquisition (in yyyymmdd format). GIV will
::
In

:::
the

::::
case

::
of

::
a
::::::
geotiff

:::::
input,

::::
GIV

::::
will

:::::::::::
automatically

::::
load

:::
the

:::::::::
geographic

:::::::::::
information

::::
from

:::
the

:::::
input.

::::
GIV

::::
will

:
then extract the dates from the file names, calculate

time between images, and load the raw image data into an array for further processing. The user also inputs a modified image

with glaciers of interest converted to pure white (RGB 255,255,255). This image is loaded by GIV and converted into a binary

mask with areas within (1) and outside (0) the computational region. The size and resolution of images are also automatically95

calculated and resampled to a common resolution, such that images from different satellites may be combined into the same

dataset.

Following this, GIV filters the images following user-defined settings. GIV includes a range of filters in order to reduce the

effect of unwanted noise (e.g. clouds and shadows) and emphasize trackable features (e.g. crevasses, snowdrifts, supraglacial

5



debris). In particular we include high-pass, Sobel, and Laplacian filter options to emphasize short-wavelength features and100

edges, as well as intensity-capping and contrast-limited histogram-equalization filters to improve image contrast (Sveen, 2004;

Thielicke and Stamhuis, 2014; Gardner et al., 2018). We also developed a ‘near anisotropic orientation filter’ (NAOF), which

in most cases produces the highest number of correctly tracked velocity ‘chips’. We define this filter as:

If =
∑
α

Re[exp(i× arctan2(Io ∗α,Io ∗R[α]]) (1)

With If the filtered image, Io the original image, α representing four different convolution matrices oriented at 45 degrees105

from each other using the 8 adjacent pixels, Re[x] representing the real portion of complex number x, arctan2(x,y) repre-

senting the four-quadrant arctangent (also called the two-argument arctangent), x ∗ y representing a two dimensional matrix

convolution, and R[x] representing a 90 degree matrix rotation. This filter works by summing differently angled orientation

filters together in order to recover a ‘pseudo-feature’ with the same location as the original feature, but with an increased

contrast between the feature and the background, and homogenized magnitude (Fitch et al., 2002; Kobayashi and Otsu, 2008).110

Information on absolute pixel color magnitude is discarded, with only information on color gradients preserved. A similar

result may be obtained by convolving the original image with a single symmetrical convolution matrix, but this also normal-

izes all features to a single magnitude and results in a larger number of false matches. The NAOF filter has the advantages

of (a) strongly increasing the contrast between features and background; (b) removing contrast differences between clouded,

shadowed, and clear areas; and (c) preserving feature uniqueness. Figure 2 shows examples of how this filter is able to recover115

features from otherwise unusable images. Many glaciated areas remain partially cloud covered and shadowed for much of the

year, so being able to recover partial velocity fields from these images can greatly increase the size of potential datasets. Note

that no amount of filtering can improve certain images, such as those in which cloud cover is too thick for the surface to be

visible.

2.2 Velocity calculations120

Two main methods exist to derive displacements from an image pair. The first involves only a single pass across the images, and

the second involves multiple passes with gradually reducing window sizes (Raffel et al., 2018; Thielicke and Stamhuis, 2014)

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(Thielicke and Stamhuis, 2014; Raffel et al., 2018). Single-pass methods generally have the advantage of generally being faster

at coarse resolutions and are less at risk of smearing one erroneous value over a larger area. Multi-pass methods on the other

hand
:::::
update

:::::::::::
displacement

:::::::::
estimates

::::
over

:::::::
multiple

:::::::::
iterations,

:::::::
refining

:::::
initial

:::::::::::::::::
coarse-window-size

:::::::::::
displacement

:::::::::::
calculations125

::::
using

::::::::::::
progressively

::::::
smaller

:::::::
window

::::::
sizes.

:::::::::
Multi-pass

:::::::
methods

:
combine the advantages of better feature matching at large

window sizes with the higher spatial resolution of small window sizes. Both methods are integrated into GIV. The
:
,
::::::
whose

single-pass method is based on a function from ImGRAFT (Messerli and Grinsted, 2015) and the multipass method was

edited
:::::
whose

:::::
which

::::
uses

::
a
:::::::::
3-iteration

:::::::::
multi-pass

::::::::
algorithm

::::
was

::::::::
modified based on the matpiv toolbox (Sveen, 2004). Both

functions have been tested in a number of previous studies, with matpiv being used extensively in fluid-dynamics research130
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(e.g., Lee et al., 2017; Oertel and Süfke, 2020; Sveen and Cowen, 2004; Sveen, 2004)
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(e.g., Sveen and Cowen, 2004; Sveen, 2004; Lee et al., 2017; Oertel and Süfke, 2020)

.

2015/10/01

2016/07/17

2018/09/10

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Optical image (Sentinel 2) Sum of RGB bands NAOF image

Figure 2. Comparison between raw optical images, band summed
:::::::::::
band-summed images and NAOF filtered

:::::::::::
NAOF-filtered images for a clear

image (a, d, g), a heavily shadowed image (b, e, h)
:
, and a cloudy image (c, f, i). Note how despite the complexity, the NAOF images recover

a clear and easily traceable feature pattern on the surface of the glacier that is suitable for obtaining velocities. The shadow line leaves an

artefact in h, but is a marked improvement on the lack of features in the shaded area in e. Images from Sentinel-2.

The core of both the single and multipass
:::::
single-

:::
and

:::::::::
multi-pass

:
methods involves converting each image chip to the fre-

quency domain using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm, calculating the correlation coefficient with surrounding areas

within a given search window, and converting the resulting similarity matrix back to the spatial domain with an inverse FFT135

(IFFT). This step is repeated on each chip within the original image, and is the most computationally expensive of the entire

process.

GIV is written in MATLAB. Despite being a high-level interpreted programming language, MATLAB performs FFT calcula-

tions using precompiled C and Fortran bindings for the FFTW library (Frigo and Johnson, 2005, 1998)
::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(Frigo and Johnson, 1998, 2005)

. Due to this being the rate-limiting step in feature tracking calculations (>90% of computation time in most cases), such code140

may be written in MATLAB with few performance issues relative to other programming languages.

::::
Chip

::::::::
matching

::::
may

::::
also

::
be

:::::::::
performed

:::
in

:::
the

:::::
spatial

::::::::
domain,

:::::
where

::
it

::
is

::::::
known

::
as

:::::::::::
‘normalized’

:::::
cross

::::::::::
correlation.

::::::
Spatial

::::::
domain

::::::::
matching

::::
may

:::::
better

::::::
account

:::
for

::::
shear

:::
or

::::::::
distortion

::
of

:::::::
features,

:::
but

::::
loses

:::
the

::::::::::::
computational

::::::::
efficiency

::
of

:::::::::::::::
frequency-domain

:::::::
matches.

:::
We

:::::::::
implement

:::::::::::::::
frequency-domain

::::::::
matching

::
in

::::
GIV,

:::
as

::::::
feature

::::::::
distortion

:
is
::::::::
minimal

::
in

::::
most

:::::::
glaciers.

:::
We

::::
refer

:::::::
readers

::
to

:::::::::::::::::::::::::
Thielicke and Stamhuis (2014)

:::
and

:::::::
chapter

:
4
::
of

::::::::::::
Altena (2018)

:::
for

::::
more

:::::::
details.145
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As the feature-tracking correlation between two images inherently requires a large number of FFT and IFFT operations, this

step has limited potential for further optimization. Computation time may instead be decreased by deriving displacement fields

from different image pairs in parallel rather than in series. This requires a slightly different code design: First, GIV detects the

number of physical cores on the user’s computer and starts a parallel pool
:::::
(users

::::
may

:::
also

:::::
start

::::
their

::::
own

::::::
parallel

:::::
pool

::::
with

:
a
::::::
chosen

:::::::
number

::
of

:::::
cores). It then decomposes the full sequence of image pairs into sub-sequences the size of the number of150

cores. Finally, it distributes each sub-sequence across the cores in the computer to be computed in parallel. Figure 3 shows the

increase in computation speed with number of cores used in different scenarios. This enables large datasets to be processed

more rapidly, even on standard laptop and desktop computers.

GIV may also calculate velocity maps for pairs of non-consecutive images, which we refer to as "temporal oversampling",

resulting in much larger final datasets. The user inputs maximum and minimum temporal separations for image pairs, and155

GIV extracts all suitable pairs, including those that are not consecutive. For a dataset of n
::
n images, this theoretically enables

a total of (n2-n)/2 image pairs(or
:::::::::
(n2 −n)/2

::::::
image

:::::
pairs.

::::
(For

::::::::
example,

:::
this

::::::
would

:::::::
produce

:
19,900 image pairs for a 200

satellite image
::::
from

::
a

::::::::::::::::
200-satellite-image time-series). For heavily clouded datasets this also has the advantage of increasing

the likelihood of forming cloud-free image pairs.

Apart from some scenarios
:::
and

::::::::
positions

:
such as surges, spring speedups, and the margins of ice streams, glacier velocity160

gradients vary gradually in both space (low lateral velocity gradients) and time (low acceleration). Therefore, the accuracy of

individual velocity measurements can be evaluated by comparing them to their immediate neighbours in both space and time.

Sudden jumps in either most likely represent erroneous velocities due to mismatches within the feature-tracking algorithm.

This property is used in the GIV toolbox to improve the final velocity maps through the following workflow:

Firstly, GIV filters each individual velocity map through user-prescribed limits on velocity and flow direction, as well as165

outlier detection functions. This finds values that differ by more
:::
than

:
50% from their immediate neighbours (4 surrounding

cells) and 200% from the mean of their larger local area (25 surrounding cells), removes these outlier values, and interpolates

across these now-empty pixels using the remaining values. Secondly, GIV calculates the mean, standard deviation, median,

minimum, and maximum velocities across the full
::::::
through

::::
time

::
at

::::
each

::::
grid

:::
cell

::
in

:::
the dataset. It then compares each individual

value to the mean value at that location for the entire dataset. Any values more than 1.5 standard deviations away from this mean170

are considered outliers. This process is carried out both for the velocity and flow-direction grids, and only values within the

threshold for both velocity and flow direction are conserved. This provides an additional check, as erroneous values are unlikely

to coincidentally match both the velocity and flow direction. Finally, the entire dataset may be smoothed and interpolated in

space and/or time and space according to the user’s choices. This allows missing values at one timestep to be infilled from

neighbouring times if the dataset is smooth enough to allow it. In addition, the displacement of each image pair may be175

normalized to the displacement of user defined
::::::::::
user-defined stable ground to correct for systematic georeferencing errors.

Variable satellite repeat intervals and the exclusion of entirely clouded or otherwise unusable images lead to unevenly

spaced velocity timeseries that are more difficult to interpret. In order to reduce this challenge, GIV includes a function that

automatically averages the data and resamples it to monthly intervals. This is easy when all individual velocity maps cover

periods of less than one month and do not overlap between months, but becomes more complex when they do. In many cases,180
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Figure 3. MP = Multi-pass; SP = Single-pass. Test conducted on a 12-image dataset of 10-m resolution, 1.7 million pixel images of Amalia

Glacier, Chile using a Dell XPS 15 laptop (2×16GB DDR4 2666 MHz memory, 6-core Intel i7-8750H 2.20 GHz processor). In all cases,

parallelization decreases runtime, and going from one to two cores improves runtime by 1.4–1.9×. Fine-resolution multi-pass runs usually

yield the best velocity fields, and (b) shows that these benefit from the largest speed-up when parallelised.

image pairs with the shortest lag times (<7–10 days) are excluded because displacement over such a short time may be much

smaller than offsets due to distortion and/or georeferencing errors. For the slowest-moving glaciers, this lower bound may be

extended to several weeks or months. Lag times as long as the available imagery time series may be used so long as the surface

of the glacier retains coherence in the image pairs.

GIV can determine monthly values by averaging across all image pairs that overlap with a given month. However, this will185

likely produce an artificially smoothed dataset due to the influence of velocities measured across the boundaries of months.
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In order to make use of longer lag-time pairs, we develop an iterative strategy for calculating monthly values. In the first

place, GIV takes a weighted mean of all velocities covering that month to make an initial guess at monthly velocities. The

weighting parameter is determined by the proportion of the individual map contained within the given month, so for instance

a velocity entirely within one month will be weighted 1 and one spread evenly over four months will be weighted 0.25. This190

initial estimate is then used to iterate between monthly averages and raw data values, with raw values covering more than one

month split into monthly values by subtracting the previous iteration’s estimate of monthly averages from them (Figure 4). This

procedure may extract average monthly velocities even for months lacking any data. Outlier detection and maximum velocity

filters are implemented to prevent small errors in the raw data from being accentuated by the iterations, but this may also lead to

loss of data if too large a proportion of the initial dataset is inaccurate. Due to this limitation, the iterative calculations may not195

be adapted to some noisy datasets, for which the loss of temporal resolution by simple averaging will be preferable. Monthly

averaging is performed as a post-processing step, and so may be repeated without the need to recalculate any raw velocity

maps. Time series may also be generated from the raw data if monthly averaging is not desirable.

As a final step, GIV will automatically georeference the velocity grids and save .tif
:::::
geotiff

:
files to the user’s computer. The

toolbox also contains mapping tools that allow automatic generation of publication-quality images of the velocity and flow-200

direction maps (figure 5). In the following section we will examine some case studies of real glaciers and scenarios for which

this model may be useful.

3 Results and Examples

Ice-velocity measurements supply essential information for studies of glacier dynamics, thickness, subglacial hydrology, and

mass balance. With its GUI-based inputs and potential for parallelization, GIV can calculate a monthly velocity field for any205

glacier around the world with only a few hours of work. As such, it may also be run alongside field-based expeditions in order

to understand the current conditions of the glacier and aid in instrumentation positioning.

We present four case studies. The first is of Glaciar Perito Moreno ,
:::::::
(50.48°S,

:::::::::
73.11°W),

:
where we use GIV to determine the

displacement of automated ablation stakes in conjunction with fieldwork in Spring 2020. The second is Glacier d’Argentiere

,
::::::::
(45.95°N,

::::::::
06.97°E),

:
a small and well-studied valley glacier located in the French Alps. The third is the Vavilov ice cap ,210

::::::::
(79.32°N,

::::::::
94.34°E),

:
located on October Revolution Island, in the Arctic Ocean off the mainland Russian coast, whose western

outlet glacier is now surging into the ocean. We validate PIV
:::
Here

:::
we

:::::::
validate

:::::
GIV against published results (Zheng et al.,

2019b) using another image-based ice-velocity tool, CARST (Zheng et al., 2019a). Finally, we compute ice-flow velocities

across
:::
the Chimborazo ice cap in Ecuador, and use these to invert for ice thickness

::::::::
(01.45°S,

::::::::
78.82°W)

::
in

:::::::
Ecuador.

3.1 Field-campaign support: Glaciar Perito Moreno and the Southern Patagonian Icefield215

A team from the University of Minnesota installed 3 automated weather stations and 3 automated ablation stakes near the south-

ern flank of Glaciar Perito Moreno in order to better understand the local conditions of this glacier and construct temperature-

index and energy-balance models for glacier ablation. We installed the automated ablation stakes, based off of designs by

10
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Figure 4. Schematic description of the techniques used to derive monthly velocities. The raw data (a) are combined in a weighted average

to make an initial guess of monthly averages (b). The monthly averages are then used to segment longer time period velocity maps into their

different monthly contributions (c). These are used to recalculate the monthly averages (d). Finally, GIV iterates over steps b–d for a number

of times (e.g. 10) provided by user inputs. Note that an estimate may be made for the average velocity in ‘Month 3’, despite this month

having no imagery available.

Wickert (2014) and Wickert et al. (2019), and tested by Saberi et al. (2019) and Armstrong and Anderson (2020), for 20 days

between the 23rd of February and 14th of March, 2020. In slowly flowing glaciers, ice flow may be largely neglected when220

considering equipment recovery. In rapidly flowing glaciers such as Perito Moreno, however it may be relevant to consider

the movement of the glacier when planning equipment recovery. This is particularly relevant where intense crevassing makes

both access and visibility difficult. Figure 6 shows how different positioning decisions may influence ease of recovery: ablation

stakes installed in position PM1 will move tens of metres towards the centre of the glacier in less than a month, whereas stakes

in position PM3 will move less than 5 m towards the glacier flank. In our survey, stakes were installed around position PM3225

for ease of access.
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Figure 5. Mean flow velocity (m per year) (a) and direction (degrees) (b) of Glaciar Perito Moreno, Argentina for the first three months of

2020. Figure panels automatically generated from GIV, labels have been added and the color bars moved.

Figure 6 (b) also presents the case of Glaciar Europa, which drains the adjacent portion of the Southern Patagonian Icefield

in Chile. We also derived the mean velocity field of this glacier over the past 3 years using Sentinel-2 imagery (195 image

pairs). GIV velocity measurements reveal that the central portion of Glaciar Europa at its outlet flows nearly 10,000 m/yr. If

an ablation stake were installed in this area (point EU1), it would be displaced almost half a kilometre over the course of a230

20-day survey. If it were instead placed at an alternative location 1 km to the West (EU2) it will be displaced only 20 metres

in the same time period. This is an extreme case, and the flow speeds of most glaciers are orders of magnitude slower, but

nonetheless reflects a situation in which deriving velocity fields would aid the success of a glaciological field campaign.
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(a) Perito Moreno Glacier
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Flow direction = 310°
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Figure 6. (a) Position of a point on Glaciar Perito Moreno with time for three different starting locations within 2 km of the glacier’s southern

margin. At PM1, ice speeds reach 800 m/yr and any equipment will be rapidly displaced. At PM3 ice-flow speeds are < 100 m per year

and oriented towards the valley edge. (b) Identical plot for two points on Glaciar Europa. Any equipment installed at EU1 will be displaced

several kilometres and lost to calving in less than 6 months. Imagery © Google Earth
:
.

3.2 Valley-glacier velocity distribution: Glacier d’Argentière

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of GIV on smaller glaciers, we calculate a velocity field for a well-studied valley glacier in235

the Mont Blanc massif, Glacier d’Argentière (Benoit et al., 2015). We download one year worth of Sentinel-2 data (March 2019

– March 2020), containing over 1000 image pairs. These images are then used to derive a 25-m resolution mean-ice-velocity

map, shown in Figure 7. The sparsity of features transverse to flow direction on Glacier d’Argentière make it difficult for

feature-tracking methods to calculate velocities. Nevertheless, the resulting flow-velocity map is comparable to those derived

using a SPOT satellite image pair from 2003 (Berthier et al., 2005; Rabatel et al., 2018), SAR and ground based photogramme-240

try (Benoit et al., 2015), and a different feature-tracking routine based on a modified version of ampcor (Millan et al., 2019).

The velocity map highlights accelerated ice flow at the terminus icefall and on the steep tributary glacier to the SW of the main

trunk (Figure 7). Main-trunk velocities are on the order of 45–70 m/yr, slightly slower than Berthier et al. (2005)’s SPOT

values but in line with Benoit et al. (2015)’s values. Our values represent the mean over an entire year, including the slower
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winter velocities captured by Berthier et al. (2005). It is also possible that glacier thinning has reduced its flow velocity, but245

sufficient data to evaluate this do not exist.
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Figure 7. Perspective view of mean flow velocities of Glacier d’Argentière, France over the period 03/2019–03/2020. Imagery © Google

Earth, scale for near margin of glacier.

3.3 Validating GIV by observing Vavilov ice cap dynamics

3.3.1 Mapping ice surge

Arctic land-ice melt has contributed more than 20 mm to global sea level rise since the 1970s (Box et al., 2018). Most of these

large glaciers and ice caps remain remote and difficult to access, and high spatial and temporal resolution surface velocity maps250

provide one important tool to assess their response to changing environmental conditions.

The Vavilov ice cap is a 1700 km3 ice cap located on October Revolution Island in the Severnaya Zemlya archipelago,

located in the Russian high arctic (Bassford et al., 2006). Until the 2010s, the Vavilov ice cap exhibited surface velocities of

only a few tens of metres per year, typical of many cold-based high-arctic ice masses. In 2013, a large portion of the marine-

terminating western flank surged, with the ice front reaching more than 10 km beyond its prior grounding line by 2016 (Willis255

et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2019b). This sudden shift in ice behaviour was not accompanied by any dramatic climatic shift, and

the exact triggers are a matter of active debate (Willis et al., 2018, and references therein). Willis et al. (2018) proposed that

the dramatic acceleration is related to the ice cap overriding weak marine sediments in the Kara Sea, which can deform easily

and substantially increase ice velocity. The ice cap margin is also no longer frozen to bedrock, leading to associated removal of

resistive stresses at the ice front (Willis et al., 2018). Rapid ice flow initiates a set of internal feedbacks to further increase ice260

velocity, including strain softening of thie ice itself; shear heating that produces meltwater, capable of reducing the effective
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normal stress of the ice and hence its friction against the bed; and potential infiltration of this water into the bed material,

increasing its deformability (Willis et al., 2018, and references therein). With no direct data on subglacial conditions prior to

or during the surge, the exact processes involved remain difficult to reveal. We may, however, monitor surface ice velocities to

examine the ongoing changes in ice dynamics
::::::::
kinematics.265
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Figure 8. (a) and (b) present 100-m-resolution annual mean velocities for the western outlet glacier of the Vavilov ice cap. (c) displays a 2019

Sentinel-2 image showing the main features of this outlet and the locations used to derive monthly timeseries. (d) and (e) present monthly

resolution velocity timeseries along the glacier centreline and flanks using Sentinel-2 imagery.
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Visible-band imagery from the Vavilov ice cap is available only for summer months (March to September) due to darkness

during the high-latitude boreal winter. We use GIV to derive a 100-m resolution ice-velocity map of a 365-km2 area of the

Western flank of the ice cap using the entire Sentinel-2 archive (beginning in 2016). Figure 8 (a) and (b) present two average

yearly velocity maps for the apex of the surges in 2016 and 2019. Panels (d) and (e) present timeseries of monthly velocities

over the period from March 2016 to March 2020 at the locations shown in figure 8(c).270

Velocities of the centreline points converge over the time period considered: Although the velocities near the ice front

decrease from the 2016 peak (red, orange,
:
and green circles), velocities of regions most distant from the coast show a steady

increase (purple points). The central portion of this newly formed outlet glacier shows distinct late-summer accelerations in

both 2018 and 2019, reaching around double the
::
its spring and early summer rates and rapidly decaying (figure 7(d)). Within

the newly formed western frontal lobe
:
, extruded beyond the prior grounding line, flow has concentrated into a single branch275

with well-developed shear margins separating a central region with rapid ice flow from slow-moving lateral portions
::
of

:::
the

:::::
glacier

:
(Zheng et al., 2019b).

Extraction of high-resolution ice velocities in this region using GIV confirms Willis et al. (2018) and Zheng et al. (2019b)’s

findings that the western portion of Vavilov has entered into a new fast-flow regime. The late summer velocity peaks in both

2018 and 2019 may shed some light on the driving forces behind this acceleration if associated changed in climatic, ice surface280

or ice basal conditions are identified. Ongoing monitoring will help to determine whether a similar peak occurs in 2020 or any

following years, and can be performed in near real time using GIV.

3.3.2 Method validation

We compare our GIV-derived results against a velocity map of the front of the western outlet glacier generated by Zheng

et al. (2019b) using CARST (Zheng et al., 2019a). Zheng et al. (2019b) ’s velocities were generated
:::::::
generated

:::::
their

:::::::
velocity285

:::
map

:
based on a single Landsat 8 pair dated 2017/05/06 and 2017/05/22. We compared the ice-surface velocity magnitude

calculated from this pair to the May 2017 average velocity map generated from Sentinel-2 imagery using GIV through the

approach described above. We georeferenced the two velocity maps using the glacier margins and other notable features.

The difference map (Fig. 9(a)) displays the highest amplitude anomalies along the margins of the central high-velocity band.

Differences between the GIV- and CARST-derived velocity maps are normally distributed, with a mean difference of −16 m290

per year (Fig 9(c)). This mean difference is ≤1% the speed across the majority of the glacier surface (Fig 9(b)). In this region

of the glacier surface, the annual variability in ice-surface velocities is on the order of several hundred metres per year (Fig

8(d) and (e)), and this difference between our results using GIV and those of Zheng et al. (2019b) could plausibly result from

the slightly different dates covered or differing image resolutions (10 m for Sentinel-2 compared to 15 or 30 m for Landsat).

The high-magnitude difference bands on either side of the fast-moving central region may also result in whole or part from295

georeferencing errors in GIV, in CARST, or in our work to georeference these two velocity maps to one another.

3.4 Ice-thickness inversions and
::::::::::
Ice-velocity

::
of

:
a
:::::
small

:
tropical glaciers: Chimborazo ice cap:

::::::::::::
Chimborazo
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Figure 9. Comparison between Zheng et al. (2019b)’s velocity maps for Vavilov ice cap (Pair037_20170506_20170522) with results from

GIV (May 2017 average). a) shows a difference mapbetween the two results (
:
,
::::::::::
corresponding

::
to

:
Zheng et al. velocity minus GIV velocity), b)

shows what percentage of the total velocity this difference represents (absolute value of the difference shown in a) divided by GIV velocity),

and c) is a histogram of the difference values. The mean difference between the two velocity maps is less than 20 m per year, or less than 1%

of the total velocity for much of the area.

There are many glaciers for which ice thickness measurements would be useful, but traditional radar or borehole techniques

are too challenging or expensive to apply. In these cases, we may combine our remotely derived ice-surface velocities with

knowledge about ice-flow mechanics to estimate ice thickness and volume (Gantayat et al., 2014; Farinotti et al., 2019). Where300

no data are available, these approaches can provide a physics-based first estimate. Where even one or a few data points are

available, these can help to calibrate ice-flow parameters and perform a physics-based extrapolation of local field measurements,

resulting in a spatially distributed measure of ice thickness – and hence, volume.

Many tropical glaciers and ice caps have limited or no ice-thickness information
::
to

::
no

:::::::
ice-flow

::::
data (Thompson et al., 2011).

These are important water sources to millions of people (Bury et al., 2011; La Frenierre and Mark, 2017; Chevallier et al., 2011)305

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(Bury et al., 2011; Chevallier et al., 2011; La Frenierre and Mark, 2017). Vergara et al. (2007) estimated the economic cost of

glacier retreat on water use to be in the hundreds of millions of U.S. dollars, and the impact on Peru’s electrical utility to

be ∼1.5 billion. Accurate and spatially-distributed
::::
High

::::::::
resolution

:
estimates of ice thickness can therefore support

:::::::
velocity

::::::
provide

::::::::::
information

:::
on

:::::
glacier

:::::
state,

::::
and

:::
can

::::::::
contribute

::
to
:
practical decision making in the tropical Andes.

Chimborazo is a 6268 m high stratovolcano in Ecuador capped with an ice cap and 17 outlet glaciers. On Chimborazo’s310

north-eastern flank, glacier meltwater drives nearly all of the discharge variability, and the disappearance of the prominent

Reschreiter Glacier could decrease the discharge of the watershed’s outlet stream by up to 50% (Saberi et al., 2019). Due to

its high elevation and steep slopes that are unstable in regions of recent ice retreat, the glaciers on Chimborazo are difficult to

survey (Saberi et al., 2019). Ice cores have been collected at the summit plateau in 1999–2000, the longest of which extends
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54.4 to the glacier bed (Schotterer et al., 2003; Ginot et al., 2010).The general data sparsity but existence of a single point for315

benchmarking, combined with its water-supply importance for the surrounding communities (La Frenierre and Mark, 2017),

makes it an appropriate target for an initial ice-thickness inversion using GIV.
::
No

::::
field

::::::::::::
measurements

::
of

::::::
glacier

::::::
surface

:::::::
velocity

::::
have

::::
been

:::::::::
conducted.

:

Ice surface velocity map for the Chimborazo ice cap calculated with GIV. Imagery © Google Earth and Sentinel-2.

3.4.1 Inverting surface velocity for ice thickness320

Glacier motion occurs though a combination of internal deformation, basal sliding and subglacial sediment deformation. Ice

flows under its own weight, and the rate of internal deformation is a function of the thickness of the ice. Ice-surface velocities

u(H) may be written as:

u(H) = ud,H +us+ut.

Here, the ice thickness H denotes that the velocity is evaluated at the ice surface , ud,H is the surface velocity produced by325

internal deformation alone, us is the rate of basal sliding, and ut is the component of glacier velocity produced through till

deformation.

We first work to remove terms from this expression. The glaciers on Chimborazo flow over bedrock, thus ut should be at

or near zero. Glacial sliding requires warm-based ice and can be enhanced by water pressure (e.g., MacGregor et al., 2000).

Meltwater has been identified near the summit of Chimborazo, where coring attempts in December 2000 were disrupted330

by a layer of waterlogged ice at a depth of 28 (Schotterer et al., 2003). However, surface melt was exceptional in the years

1999–2000 due to tephra fallout from the nearby eruption of Tungurahua (Schotterer et al., 2003; Ginot et al., 2010). The

0◦C isotherm was estimated at 5050 m using multiple field based temperature sensors (La Frenierre and Mark, 2017). This

is consistent with a 0◦C isotherm of 4922 m calculated from from two weather stations in the vicinity of Chimborazo

(La Frenierre and Mark, 2017; Saberi et al., 2019): Boca Toma (W078.7508, S01.4482, elevation 3899 m) and Reschreiter335

camp (W078.7741, S01.4459, elevation 4355 m). This suggests that most or all of Chimborazo’s ice cap is geographically

above and thermally below the 0 degree isotherm, and therefore is composed of cold-based ice that cannot slide. As a result of

the hard bed and mostly cold-based ice, we approximate that internal deformation alone sets glacier-surface velocity:

As a result of the hard bed and mostly cold-based ice, we approximate that internal deformation alone sets glacier-surface

velocity:340

u(H) = ud,H =
2Ac
n+1

τnb H.

Here, τb is the basal shear stress, Ac is the Arrhenius creep constant, and n is Glen’s flow exponent. Our use of the basal shear

stress instead of the full driving stress for glacier motion comes from the shallow-ice approximation. Through this, we assume

that local stresses induced by the ice are much greater than stresses induced lateral coupling between columns of ice. We next

expand basal shear stress, τb, into measurable parameters:345

τb = fρigH sin(α).
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Here, f is a shape factor accounting for lateral drag along glacier margins (Gantayat et al., 2014; Jiskoot, 2011; Linsbauer et al., 2012)

, ρi is the density of ice, g is gravitational acceleration, α is ice-surface slope angle, and H is ice thickness.

Combining equations ?? and ?? and rearranging them to solve for ice thickness, H , gives the following expression:

H =

(
n+1

2Ac(fρig)n

)1/(n+1)(
u(H)

sin(α)n

)1/(n+1)

.350

Here, the first bracket contains defined parameters and the second bracket contains observations obtained from GIV (u(H))

and a digital elevation model (sin(α)). We use parameter values from Cuffey and Paterson (2010); Gantayat et al. (2014) and

Haeberli and Hoelzle (1995):Ac = 3.24× 10−24 , n=3, f=0.9, ρi = 917 and g = 9.79 . We compute ice-surface slope, α, from

elevation data collected by the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM GL1: Farr et al., 2007). The longitudinal coupling

length is around one to three ice thicknesses in valley glaciers (Kamb and Echelmeyer, 1986), which is on the order of 150 at355

Chimborazo . To ensure that we provide results that are consistent with the shallow-ice approximation, we resample ice-surface

slope derived from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission data to a 150 resolution average. Thus, the only unknown required

to solve for ice thickness, H , is ice-surface velocity.

Chimborazo poses challenges to feature-tracking-based ice velocimetry, as its glaciers are small, often feature-poor or snow-

covered, very slow moving, and regularly cloud covered. The velocity limitations are mitigated by using only images with360

large temporal separation (acquisition dates more than six months apart). GIV is also well suited for extracting velocities from

partially clouded imagery. We run GIV on the full Sentinel-2 dataset, which comprises 3090 image pairs with separation of

more than
:
of

:::
91

:::::::::
individual

:::::::
partially

::
or

::::
fully

:::::::::
cloud-free

:::::::
images.

:::::
These

:::::
were

:::::::
cropped

::
to

:::::::::::
Chimborazo,

::::::::
resulting

::
in

::::
3062

::::::
image

::::
pairs

::::::::
separated

::
by

::
at

::::
least six months.

::::::::
Resultant

::
ice

::::::::
velocities

:::
for

::::
each

::::
pair

::::
were

::::::::
corrected

::
for

:::
the

:::::
mean

:::::::::::
displacement

::
of

:
a
::::::
stable,

:::::::::::
non-glaciated

:::::
region

:::::::::::
surrounding

::
the

:::
ice

::::
cap.

::::::
Results

:::
are

::::::
shown

::
in

:::::
Figure

:::
10.

:
The runtime for this calculation is approximately365

2 hours on a Dell XPS 15 laptop (2×16GB DDR4 2666 MHz memory, 6-core Intel i7-8750H 2.20 GHz processor). We then

use Equation ??, above, to compute a spatially distributed ice-thickness map for Chimborazo.

Figures 10 and ?? show the initial ice-velocity product and the final ice-thickness map (inversion code available online from Van Wyk de Vries, 2020c)

. Ice is thickest on the eastern outlet glaciers, consistent with higher precipitation on the eastern flank of Chimborazo (Saberi et al., 2019)

. Ice is also thicker on the flat summit plateau where a 54.4 ice core was drilled to bedrock in 2000 (Ramirez et al., 2003; Schotterer et al., 2003)370

, within 10% of the 60 ice thickness the model predicts in this location. If this velocity-based inversion is correct, it implies

that the Chimborazo ice cap is thickening despite rising temperatures at an average rate of 0.11 per decade since the 1980s

(La Frenierre and Mark, 2017), or around 0.2 since the summit ice core was drilled to bedrock. Ice-cap thickening could be

explained by an increase in accumulation, as has been proposed for other South American glaciers (e.g. Warren et al., 1997)

. A higher-than-expected modelled ice thickness could also be explained by uncertainties in the inversion parameters or by375

invalidities in the assumption of purely internal-deformation-driven surface velocity. A lower bulk ice density (ρi), Arrhenius

creep constant (Ac) or Glen’s flow law exponent (n) would also all lead to lower estimates of ice thickness.

Integrating the ice thickness over the entire area shows that Chimborazo’s ice cap stores around 3.9×108 3 of ice, or just over

a third of a cubic kilometre. Most of this ice volume is stored within the summit plateau and east-verging outlet glaciers, with

little ice remaining in south- and west-facing outlet glaciers. This is less than half of Farinotti et al. (2019)’s estimate for the ice380
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volume at Chimborazo in the year 2000 (8.3×1083). Part of this difference is related to the larger glacier extent polygon from the

year 2000 used by Farinotti et al. (2019) in their calculation. This ice polygon may incorrectly include snow covered bedrock,

and represent an over-estimation of the ice extent in the year 2000 (e.g. La Frenierre and Mark, 2017). Farinotti et al. (2019)

do not use any ice-velocity data, but use several inversion methods based on glacier geometry, topography, climate and

ice thickness measurements. Figure ?? compares the ice-thickness map created by inverting GIV ice velocities and from385

Farinotti et al. (2019). They predict that ice was thickest (>100 thick) on the western flank of Chimborazo. The majority of

this area is now entirely ice free, which would require ice thinning of up to 5 per year to reconcile with Farinotti et al. (2019)’s

computed ice thicknesses.
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Figure 10. Ice thickness
::::::::::::::
Ice-surface-velocity

::::
map for the Chimborazo ice cap , Ecuador inverted from

::::::::
calculated

::::
with GIV(a) and from

Farinotti et al. (2019) (b). The cross labeled ‘IC’ marks the position an ice core was drilled at Cumbre Ventimilla in 2000, reaching bedrock

at 54.4 m (Schotterer et al., 2003). Note Farinotti et al. (2019) estimate ice thicknesses of >100 in areas on the western flank that are now ice

free. Imagery from
:
©
::::::

Google
:::::
Earth

:::
and Sentinel-2.
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4 Discussion

These four examples underline the versatility of GIV for calculating ice velocities in diverse environments. GIV’s usefulness390

derives from its flexibility, ease of use, and ability to rapidly process large datasets. Most regular laptop and desktop computers

now include at least 4 cores, which GIV uses to speed up calculations by a factor of two or more (Figure 3). This makes

velocity-field calculations with hundreds to thousands of image pairs possible on regular computers. The inclusion of ‘temporal

oversampling’ allows much larger datasets to be generated than via simple consecutive-image comparison; a dataset of 100

images may in fact include several thousand usable image pairs. We combine methodological advances in feature tracking and395

image processing from both geoscience and engineering toolboxes, and develop new filtering techniques to improve the quality

of the final surface-velocity maps. GIV provides a rapid and easy to use
:::::::::
easy-to-use

:
interface (shown in Figure 11) and a user

manual, and may also be of use to communities who would not generally be involved with glacier remote sensing (Van Wyk de

Vries, 2020a, b).

Other
:::::
Many

::::
other

:
feature-tracking algorithms

::::
have

::::
been

:
used in glaciological research

:
.
:::::
These

:
include CARST (Cryosphere400

and Remote Sensing Toolkit: Willis et al., 2018), COSI-corr (Co-registration of Optically Sensed Images and Correlation: Lep-

rince et al., 2007b), AutoRIFT (Autonomous Repeat Image Feature Tracking: Gardner et al., 2018),
::::::::
ImGRAFT

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(Image Georectification and Feature Tracking: Messerli and Grinsted, 2015)

:
, and SenDiT (the Sentinel-2 Displacement Toolbox: Nagy and Andreassen, 2019; Nagy et al., 2019). CARST contains a mix-

ture of Python and Bash scripts used to monitor changes in glaciers, and includes feature-tracking and ice-elevation-change-

monitoring tools (Willis et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2019a, 2018)
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(Willis et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2018, 2019a). COSI-Corr is a405

flexible co-registration and feature-tracking tool written in IDL, implemented in the ENVI GIS package, and initially used for

measuring co-seismic deformation. Auto-RIFT is a Python-based feature-tracking algorithm (Gardner et al., 2018) with similar

core components to GIV. It was used to calculate yearly resolution average velocity maps of the Antarctic and Greenland ice

sheets (ITS_LIVE dataset).
::::::::
ImGRAFT

::
is
::

a
::::::::::::::
MATLAB-based

:::::::
toolbox

:::
for

:::::::::::
georectifying

::::
and

:::::::::::::
feature-tracking

::
of

:::::::
ground

:::::
based

:::::::
imagery,

:::
and

::::
may

::::
also

:::
be

::::
used

::
on

:::::::
satellite

::::::::
imagery. SenDiT provides a platform to automatically download and generate ve-410

locity maps based on Sentinel-2 data, using a Python interface with bindings to the C and Fortran based
::
C-

:::
and

::::::::::::
Fortran-based

imcorr toolbox (Scambos et al., 1992) for feature-tracking calculations.

In some circumstances, GIV will not be the most suitable feature tracking tool. For example, users requiring prior
:::
who

:::::
need

::
to

:::::::
manually

:::::::
perform

:::::
prior

:::::
image

:
co-registration of images (e.g. with airphotos) may still wish to use COSI-Corr. The objective

of GIV is not to compete with or replace all the above tools, but rather to provide an easy to use, flexible
::::::::::
easy-to-use,

:::::::
flexible,415

and robust alternative. GIV is quick to learn and fast to run, and
:::::
easily

::::::
learned

:::
and

::
is

:::
not

:::::::::::::
computationally

::::::::::::::
time-consuming,

::::
and

::
the

:
results derived with it are easy to reproduce. GIV allows users to modify image-processing and feature-tracking parameters

based on their expert knowledge of particular glaciers, without the need for specific computational knowledge. GIV may be

run either directly through MATLAB functions, through a MATLAB graphical user interface (Van Wyk de Vries, 2020a), or as

an independent desktop app that may be run with no MATLAB license (Van Wyk de Vries, 2020b). GIV has been tested and420

successfully run on Windows, Mac and Linux operating systems.
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Figure 11. Main graphical user interface for GIV, showing the main input fields. This interface may either be run through MATLAB or as an

independent desktop app with no licensing requirements.

5 Conclusions

GIV is a versatile, GUI-based, and fully parallelised toolbox that enables rapid calculation of glacier velocity fields from

satellite imagery. GIV incorporates recent improvements in optical satellite imagery availability and resolution to extract high

temporal and spatial resolution velocity maps, and uses novel and pre-existing filters to optimise the quality of these velocity425

maps. GIV has been successfully tested on a wide range of environments, including small valley glaciers (Glacier d’Argentière,

France), tropical ice caps (Volcán Chimborazo, Ecuador), and large outlet glaciers (Glaciar Perito Moreno, Argentina, and

outflow from the Vavilov Ice Cap, Russia). We show that ice-velocity datasets are versatile and may be used to compliment
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field campaigns, study glacier dynamics , and make ice-volume estimates
:::
and

:::::
study

:::
the

::::::::
dynamics

:::
of

::::
large

::::
and

::::
small

:::::::
glaciers.

Source code and pre-compiled binary executables for GIV are availble from Van Wyk de Vries (2020a) and Van Wyk de Vries430

(2020b).

Code availability. MATLAB code for GIV may be downloaded from https://github.com/MaxVWDV/glacier-image-velocimetry (Van Wyk de

Vries, 2020a). The GIV standalone app may be downloaded from https://github.com/MaxVWDV/glacier-image-velocimetry-app (Van Wyk de

Vries, 2020b). Both include a user manual and examples.
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